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2006 yamaha v star 1100 tire size

2006 Yamaha V Star 1100 Classic. M Heimerdinger. Send more photos. Yamaha profiling of this retro style motorcycle combined with Star engineering, including an OHC air-cooled V-twin and a shaft drive. The classic rigid-looking rear end serves 4.5 inches of rear wheel travel dampened by an adjustable hidden shock absorber in preload. General InformationTemplate:Yamaha
V Star 1100 ClassicYear:2006Category:TouringPrice as new:US$8599. MSRP depends on country, taxes, accessories, etc. Rating: 3.1 See detailed assessment of tour capabilities, reliability, accident risk, etc. Compare to any other motion. Engine and transmissionDisostitution:1063.0 ccm (64.86 cubic inches)Engine type:V2, four-stroke compression:8.3:1Bore x stroke:95.0 x
75.0 mm (3.7 x 3.0 inches)Power system:Carburettor. (2) Mikuni 37 mm downdraft position sensor with accelerator position sensor Fuel control:Single aerial cams (SOHC)Ignition:TCICooling:AirGearbox digital system:5-speed transmission type, end unit:shaft drive (cardan)Chassis, suspension, brakes and wheels Front suspension:Front telescopic fork Front fork: 140 mm (5.5
inches)Rear suspension:Single shock absorber, connection type, w/adjustable preload Rear wheel:114 mm (4.5 inches)Front tire:front tire:130/90-16 Rear tire:170/80-15 Front brakes:Double disc Diameter:298 mm (11(7 inches)Rear brakes:Single disc diameter:282 mm (11.1 inches)Physical measurements and gold weight capacity:272.2 kg (600.0 pounds)Seat height:711 mm
(28.0 inches) If adjustable, lower setting. Overall height:1095 mm (43.1 inches)Overall length:2464 mm (97.0 inches)Overall width:945 mm (37.2 inches)Pitch:1 646 mm (64.8 inches)Fuel capacity:17.03 liters (4.50 gallons)Other specificationsLast informationSever insurance costsCompare U.S. insurance prices of the nation's largest suppliers. Financial OptionsCompare U.S.
motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's largest suppliers. Parts finder Chaparral provides online schemas and OEM parts for the United States. Revzilla offers up to 50% discount on motorcycle accessories. Ships to most countries. CMSNL ships parts of low-cost OEM motorcycles to Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Belgium, Canada, China, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States and more. Also discover our overview of
motorcycle webshops on Bikez.info.Ask questionsJoin the discussion group 06 Yamaha V Star 1100 Classic or the Yamaha general discussion group. Related bicyclesRelated bicycle list for specification comparison. Example rating for this Yamaha Offroad feature bike for the Yamaha V Star 1100 Classic 2006: (36.2 out of 100)Click here for the full evaluation. You can also
compare bicycles. Images, brands and third parties are the exclusive property of their respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. Bikez.com was developed by low-cost software development company ObjectLabs. Tyre pressureRealyses tires at the correct pressure as indicated in the owner's manual. However Metzeler North America found
that the air pressure tips listed below will improve mileage and customer satisfaction especially if the emphasis is placed on performing air pressure to the maximum as indicated on the side wall. Check cold tire pressures frequently. Proper tyre pressure is critical for safe handling. Overinflation can compromise driving comfort and reduce the contact patch between the tire and the
tyre driving surface. Insufficient air pressure will result in poor handling and will cause the bike to wander. In addition, improper and insufficient tires will cause accelerated tire wear, increased fuel consumption, less control, and the chances of tyre failure due to an inflated overload/operating situation. See YOUR Tire brand manufacturer guidelines to correct inflationSome good
connections with tire informationMotorcycle Cruiser on Tire PressureTotal Motorcycle.com on tires/tires Temperature meters Not all tire indicators are created equal. Make sure you get a high-quality caliber of the brand, cheap ones can be turned off up to 5-10 pounds. Prevention/repair of flat tires on tubeless tire repair:This is from the Dunlop site: (LowPhat complements)Dunlop
recommends only permanent repairs carried out from inside the tire, using a combined patch/plug method. Never attempt a repair from the outside, or inject a sealant, or simply use an air chamber, patch or plug as a substitute for proper repair. Only a qualified tyre repair shop or motorcycle tire dealer should carry out repairs. Tire inspection and repair adequacy become the
responsibility of the person actually performing the repair and Dunlop in no way guarantees the results of a repair. Combined patch/plug repair kits are available for use by the repair shop or retailer. Before attempting any repair, however, a tire must be removed from the wheel and thoroughly inspected. The following are the minimum repairer guidelines:Tires do not be repaired if
any of the following conditions exist:1. A tire was previously injected with a sealant/barbell.2. The sting is larger than 6 mm (1/4) in diameter.3. The sting is not perpendicular to the carcass.4. The sting is in the side wall of the tire.5. Separation of layers, separation of the tread, separation of any other components.6. Ply cables cut or broken.7. Broken or damaged bead wires.8. Cut
or damaged chasm (bead area).9. Deterioration of the carcass inside the tyre due to flat running or underinflation.10. Cracks or other damage to the integrity of the interior Excessive wear: The tire must have at least 1/32 inch tread depth, excluding tread wear indicators.12. Cracks in the side wall or tread.13. Impact breaks, cuts, tears or grooves that penetrate the surface.
NOTE:1. There should be no more than one repair in a quarter of the tire and no more than two tire repairs.2. The wheel itself must be in good condition. Any cracked or bent wheel, however slightly, can allow air loss and cause subsequent tire deflation.3. After repair, the valve assembly must be replaced and the tire/wheel rebalanced.4. The speed must not exceed 50 mph for
the first 24 hours after tire repair and the repaired tire should never be used at speeds above 80 mph. The repairer is solely responsible for instructing the rider on the restrictions to be imposed on the use of tyres after repair. In summary, no form of temporary repair should be attempted. Repairs to motorcycle tires leave no room for error, and any doubts about the inspection or
adequacy of the repair should be resolved by discarding the tire. Be sure to check out our brochure for limited warranty, care and maintenance of motorcycle tires for more information on the use of Dunlop tyres. Look for a qualified motorcycle tire repair center for more details. NEVER ATTEMPT TO REPAIR A DAMAGED TIRE WITHOUT THE HELP OF AN EXPERIENCED TIRE
MECHANIC. Slime Pump &amp; Repair Kit - Members talk a lot about this small tire protection packageRide-On Several members talk very well about this tire additive - it spreads evenly in the tire and flows into any puncture avoiding leakage and slow apartments. PLUS - it is said to be a great means of balancing tires/wheels without bad weights, harmful to rim/spokes. Fix-A-Flat
/ Green Slime Discussion The bottom line is NOT TO USE THIS STUFF IN MOTORCYCLE TIRES! Brands / Sources / Types Tyre Options:Good Wire / Discussion - New Contender - Michelin Commanders - Discussion - Contender - Mt66 Pirelli Route - Discussion - /yamaha1100/messages?msg=43909.1Don't Be Fooled - Measure Your Tire Life/Handling From DaddoCFL:When
the new rubber goes to motion, here's what you'll experience:Wow, these tires really make this handle better than those old tires. When you change the tires again, you'll say exactly the same thing as the Dunlops on the Metzlers.This is common that deceives many cyclists into thinking that any new tire went on the bike is much better than a lousy brand I had there before. This is
pure illusion as ANY new tyre set will work better than ANY worn tire. So, do it the right way: Meltzer's vs DunlopWhen you take the Meltzer on your bike, record the mileage and date. I have no idea how how many miles you make a year, but the information will be useful to you. When the time of the rear tires turns again, take the Dunlop rear (the front will only be less than half
worn) keep the same data on the Dunlop as you did with the Metzler and you will understand the reason for my advice. MetzlerIn product info: Website: Info: Site: site: of Tires &amp; Mixing Types Daddo (DaddoCFL) :I do not believe that mixing different brands of tires on a bike, in most driving conditions, will be a problem. This is especially true on a Cruiser like a V-Star. As long
as you stay within the manufacturer's parameters for tire sizing and inflation pressure, you're good to go. I drove Dunlop (f) &amp; Pirelli and Avon (r), Metzler (f) &amp; Dunlop, and Pirelli (r), without any negative effects – By the way, I came back forever to the front and back of Dunlop 404! What you can't (safely) do is mix Bias Ply tires and Radial Ply tires on the same bike. This
becomes a problem when you want to switch to a different brand of tires, to replace a worn rear tread, for example. If the particular tire you want is produced as Radial Ply and you have a Bias Ply tire on the front, then you will be faced with a decision. Choose a different replacement tire or plan to replace both the front and rear. Bias and radial ply tires have completely different
dynamic properties. When resting in a corner, the side walls and tread will deviate differently. This will create several angular forces (which will make them want to make the turn at a slightly different speed). Bias and radial ply tires also have very different damping characteristics that can make it interesting to travel on a structured road. Mom Yamma specifies Bias Ply tires for a
reason. The frame, steering geometry and suspension of this particular bike are set for the handling characteristics of a Bias Ply cruiser tire. There are of course those individuals running Radial Ply tires on their V-Stars. All right, and most likely they don't see any negative differences in running as long as there are radials on the front and back. I'm just more comfortable driving the
rubber that designers have determined to be the best combination of handling performance and safety for my bike. The common wisdom (perhaps the history of wives) out there is that you can't have radial tires with a hose on a wheel due to the fact that due to the way radial tires flex in motion and deflect into corners, the increased friction abrades and finally causes the pipe to
fail. This does not mean that cannot do this as a whole load of cyclists equip their bikes with a tube/radial combination. I think this is in line with the same advice that was once given to sports car owners (wire wheels) in the 1960s and early 1970s, when radials were becoming popular in this country. When you perform this combination on a car tire, with a significantly heavier load
for 35,000-50,000 miles, there may be a problem. A motorcycle, with a much more sticky and soft tread will usually say goodbye, goodbye in well under 20,000 miles. I seriously doubt that the same problem exists. Maybe there are warnings from MC tire manufacturers out there about this issue, but I've never seen them anywhere. I think in this quarrelsome society, any producer
would be crazy not to issue a big warning if he seriously thought there was a problem. If you're still uncomfortable with the possibility of a problem, most larger Harley retailers will have a source to seal the spoked wheels to run without a hose. And no, please don't try to seal it yourself with silicone sealant like those glory in search of custom builders on TV. If you eventually run
tubeless, I would still go with a ply bias tire and the bike is paired with that type or response and performance. The most important label on a tire is the sizing designation, which in this case reads 110/90H 18 This label indicates section width (110 mm), aspect ratio (90 percent), speed rating (H - Up to 130 mph or 210 km/h) and wheel diameter (18 inches). In the case of a radial
tire, the construction designation (R) would follow the Aspect RatioOversMetzler 200/70-15 fits the back But you won't gain much width by putting it on a standard wheel. The wheel actually pinches the extra width in additional height. Most cyclists who tried one did not experience any authorization issues. ChangingFront Wheel Removal - see your store manualReparation wheel
section - see your store manualA classic 1100 is much easier to remove the rear fender to pull the rear wheel. In both cases it will be necessary to lift the rear end of the bike into the air, with a bicycle lift or with two scissor jacks under the members of the rear frame. 1) Remove the 4 bolts that hold the rear drive to the swinging arm. 2) Loosen, not remove, the axe pinches the
nuts. 3) Remove 2 brake caliper mounting bolts (and optional - remove the 1 small brake line clamp bolt – I don't like to fight with dangling parts), pull out the from the rotor and using a tie or zip wire, hang it on the back peg. Do not disconnect the brake line. 4) Remove the brake caliper bracket mounting bolt. 5) Loosen the large tail of the rear axle, do not remove it 6) Slide the
rear wheel into the back with the axle still installed, remove everything as one piece. Continue to drive the wheel to the rear until the crankshaft exits the engine. The unit The unit will remain with the final assembly of the unit. The brake caliper support oscillates downwards. 7) Note the notches in the swinging arm to rest the axle at the time of re-installation, as this will make your
life much easier and eliminate the need for a third hand (these engineers are not smart - they lend you another hand). REMEMBER THE ORDER AND LOCATION OF SPACERS AND WASHERS!!! Thanks for the photo Steve 18apesDo not forget to put the long spacer back in the hub if it fell. (Shown right) on the right)
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